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thanks for the reply. unfortunately i had no luck with your suggestions. it is definitely not a subnet
problem. even if i disable dhcp and configure ip adress, subnet and default gateway myself there is
no connection. switching to an external virtual switch is not an acceptable workaround for me, as it

does not work with my wifi adapter only with my ethernet adapter. i tried $profile = get-
netconnectionprofile -interfacealias vethernet (default switch) but it says it cannot find the network.

it only works for interfacealias wi-fi which is the adapter that is connected to the internet at the
moment. what does that mean that there is no network detected that is connected via the vethernet

(default switch) nic anyhow i did some more researching. especially i now researched that my wsl
network connection is broken too (which i think has the same cause). and one possible issue that i
can now think of is that the nat is broken and chooses the wrong network adapter to nat to. say for
example it nats to my ethernet networkadapter but this one is not connected to the internet so it
never gets a connection. i read a lot of posts about networking issues with wsl and some of them
fixed it with uninstalling an unused network adapter. unfortunately i do not have unused network
adapters. is there any way to configure the nat behavior of the defaultswitch or to influence which
networkadapter is used for natting in my opinion, crc instance has 127.0.1, so ssh command failed
c:windowssystem32driversetchosts file' contents is 127.1 api.crc.testing canary-openshift-ingress-

canary.apps-crc.testing console-openshift-console.testing default-route-openshift-image-
registry.testing downloads-openshift-console.testing oauth-openshift.testing
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